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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the narrative and ludic functions of trade between players and merchant bots in
singleplayer adventure/rpg games, which usually offer a playercentric or ‘narrativised’ representation of
an economy which is calibrated to the player’s progress within the game. Games within the ‘survival
horror’ category, by contrast, usually lack this kind of reassuring ingame economy, as a scarcity of
ingame resources is often a key element of survival horror gameplay. Ice Pick Lodge’s 
Pathologic
(2005) offers a rare example of a survival horror game that utilizes its ingame economy to create an
atmosphere of terror and uncertainty for the player.
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INTRODUCTION
The study of ingame economies in video games has generally been focused on the dynamic,
playerdriven economies found in various kinds of massively multiplayer games, following Edward
Castronova’s initial working paper on player trading in 
Everquest (2001) and the publication of his
influential booklength study 
Synthetic Worlds: the Business and Culture of Online 
Games in 2005.
Castronova does not consider singleplayer games in his study as while he argues that all games can be
understood as an economy, in that they require players to make choices under conditions of scarcity, he
understands real economic activity within them as being only the trades that are made between players.
Trades between players and merchant bots are understood by Castronova as being essentially a mechanic
for converting one ingame resource into another and therefore add nothing to the game’s economy. Vili
Lehdonvirta (2005) briefly considers the ways in which the mechanics of singleplayer games can be
understood as a ‘virtual economy’, in that players expend their labour to produce or acquire various types
of ingame resources, but concludes that this analysis ‘does not bring any added value on top of what is
already known about the game mechanics’.
While singleplayer games may lack meaningful economic activity of the type that is of interest to
Castronova and Lehdonvirta as economic theorists, it is worth considering the ways in which the types of
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conversion mechanics identified by Castronova are used in singleplayer games to represent the presence
or operation of an economy within the game’s fiction, particularly within those that fall within the
adventure/rpg genre. While many strategy games often simulate the presence of a more dynamic
economy, which the player must normally expend some time and effort to understand and master, the
representations of economies in adventure/rpg games are often static, or tend to develop in ways that
reflect the player’s progress in the game rather than the logic of the game’s fiction (e.g. the merchant NPC
in a rural village visited by the player in the game’s later stages having a more expensive and diverse set
of merchandise than that offered by shops in the cosmopolitan capital city where the game begins). The
ways in which these playercentric, or as defined by Laurie N. Taylor (2004), ‘narrativised’
representations of economies either remain reliably consistent or adapt to the player’s progress, mean that
they operate as a safe and reassuring element of gameplay, a diversion from the more demanding
activities of combat, exploration or puzzlesolving. Furthermore, as they are usually presented as one of a
multitude of transactional systems and reward mechanisms within adventure/rpg games, engagement with
them is more often optional than it is essential for the success of players. As a result, players who
regularly engage with these systems (collecting and trading in game resources with merchant bots)
usually find themselves in a position of abundance by the middle or later stages of the game.
In this regard, the way in which these conversion mechanics are used to represent economies within
adventure/rpg games can be seen as supporting McKenzie Wark’s (2007) contention that gameplay
systems often work to present an idealised version of capitalist arrangements. The rewards of ingame
‘work’ and success are effortlessly and reliably converted into wealth and/or additional resources that can
be ‘reinvested’ by the player, providing a ‘procedural rhetoric’ (Bogost 2007) for this component of
gameplay that reinforces both the capitalist arrangements that often mirrored in common gameplay
structures (Taylor 2004) and the meritocratic norms that are conveyed through them (Schulzke 2012).
Taylor (2004) suggests that the usual absence of these representations of economies in games within
games that fit within the survival horror genre and the emphasis they place on scarce resources can be
read as subversion of this trend, but the fact that fear and uncertainty is constructed out of the removal of
the abundance of resources that players can normally expect to find within adventure/rpgs outside of this
genre can just as easily be read as an acceptance of capitalist arrangements as an undisputed norm of both
gameplay and life (‘horror’ in these games results, in a large part, from their removal).
Ice Pick Lodge’s 
Pathologic 
(2005) offers a rare example of a survival horror game where tension and
unease is not created through the absence of these systems but through the ways in which the ingame
economy is closely integrated into the game’s plot, gameplay and environment, making engagement with
it essential to the player’s success. 
Pathologic succeeds in creating an atmosphere of terror at least in part
through the unpredictable fluctuations in the ingame economy and the surprising ways in which it can
impact upon the other transactional systems within the game.
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